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Abstract
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have long
been used to understand the semantic relationship between
the text and image. However, there are problems with mode
collapsing in the image generation that causes some pre-
ferred output modes. Our aim is to improve the training of
the network by using a specialized mode-seeking loss func-
tion to avoid this issue. In the text to image synthesis, our
loss function differentiates two points in latent space for the
generation of distinct images. We validate our model on
the Caltech Birds (CUB) dataset and the Microsoft COCO
dataset by changing the intensity of the loss function dur-
ing the training. Experimental results demonstrate that our
model works very well compared to some state-of-the-art
approaches.
1. Introduction
Text to Image synthesis is a burgeoning field and has
gained a lot of attention in the last few years. With the help
of Generative Adversarial Networks[3], the focus has been
shifted to generate better quality images. GANs have pro-
vided the best descriptions by trying to find the relationship
between the text vectors and the image. There have been
techniques for the improvement of the images based on the
types of architectures used. Single stage methods[23] at-
tempt to insert a relation between the text and the image
features. Multistage methods[31][28][30][34] use the im-
age results from the single stage to improve its image qual-
ity by applying techniques based on original image and the
available word descriptions.
Though multistage architectures improve the quality of
the images , there are some problems associated with them.
The output images are highly dependent on the quality of
the input images generated by the single stage. Also, each
word in a sentence has a different level of importance[28].
There have been architectures to address these problems
such as Dynamic Memory GAN[34] and AttnGAN[28] that
improve the semantic knowledge of the image.
Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks(cGANs)
[20] proposed to generate images with the help of the in-
put descriptions and the latent vector immersed with the
information of the input context. Therefore , they take
conditional information as input augmented with the ran-
dom vector for generating the output. For image synthe-
sis, cGANs can be used in many tasks with different con-
ditional contexts. With class labels, cGANs can be ap-
plied to categorical image generation. By using text sen-
tences, cGANs can be introduced to text-to-image synthe-
sis. cGANs map one input to many output modes as they
are multi-modal. The output image is generated by the vari-
ation in the noise vectors that could be checked by apply-
ing a cGAN on a context vector augmented with different
noise vectors. One good example of variation is the dog
to cat method where the noise vectors are responsible for
the change from image of one animal to another. How-
ever, cGANs suffer from the mode collapse issue as some
of the output modes are chosen as compared to others[16].
Some weak modes are suppressed as compared to the other
prominent strong modes. The noise vectors are ignored or
of minor impacts, since cGANs pay more attention to learn
from the high-dimensional and structured conditional con-
texts. There are two approaches for solving the mode col-
lapse problem. The first one focuses on discriminators by
introducing different divergence metrics and optimization
process while the second deals with the auxiliary networks
such as multiple generators and additional encoders. Mode
seeking loss function[16] maximizes the difference between
the images, enhances the modes and separates them in a
simple way compared to conventional methods.
We introduce a method of implementing the Dynamic
Memory-GAN[34] architecture with the help of the mode
seeking loss function. For an ensemble of points on the
latent distribution, two points are chosen with different ran-
dom vector and fed to the generator network. We obtain a
ratio of the distance between the generated images and two
noise vectors applied to the initial stage of the generator net-
work. The discriminator is trained with the gradients from
these modes so that they will not get ignored. The training
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is used to maximize the distance between the two random
generated modes, thus exploring the target distribution and
encouraging other modes.
We validate our method on two public datasets - Caltech
Birds(CUB) Dataset[27] and Microsoft COCO Dataset[14].
The validation is tested with the metric of the Frechet Incep-
tion Distance. From this study, an effective way to train the
GANs is proposed. The contributions of our work include:
• We analyse the limitations of current techniques. In
order to solve these issues, a new loss function is used
to improve the training of network.
• Our method is effective with low parameter overheads.
• Our work achieves better performance on both Caltech
Birds(CUB) dataset and Microsoft COCO dataset than
previous models.
The review of related works to the text to image synthesis
is given in the next section. The Procedure section entails
the detailed information describing the method and it’s ap-
plication. The result section shows the observations with
the metric values with the explanations and the conclusion
gives an inference about the research.
2. Relevant Text
There are many methods of image generation adopted
from VAEs[10] and GANs[3]. However, VAE has some
disadvantages as it uses the mean square error between gen-
erated image and initial image. Compared with GAN which
learns through confrontation, the image from VAE is much
more blurry. DC-GAN[23] is the first work to show that
cGANs can be used to generate visually acceptable images
from descriptions. After DC-GAN, Generative Adversar-
ial Network has been widely used on text to image tasks.
Reed[23] introduced the single stage generation of the text
to image synthesis wherein they learned the joint repre-
sentation between the natural language and the real-world
images and passed it to a generator for image generation.
Since previous generative models failed to add the location
information, Reed proposed GAWWN [24] to encode local-
ization constraints. To diversify the generated images, the
discriminator of TAC-GAN[2] not only distinguishes real
images from synthetic images, but also classifies synthetic
images into classes. Similar to TAC-GAN, PPGN[21] in-
cludes a conditional network to synthesize images condi-
tioned on a caption.
The limitation of the above techniques is that the gener-
ation can only understand the meaning of text except nec-
essary details. Moreover, it is very hard to obtain a high
resolution and realistic image. Single stage methods has
spurred a series of new research techniques in this field
with the multi-stage methods working towards the improve-
ment of the image quality and the image resolution. Reed
et. al. 2016 [23] generated images with the resolution of
64×64 while the multistage methods took the image res-
olution to higher levels up to 225×225. Multistage meth-
ods such as Stack-GAN[30] and Stack-GAN++[31] with
double and triple stages respectively. Stack-GAN divided
a complex problem (generating high-quality images) into
some sub-stages that are much easier to control. 225×225
images with realistic details are obtained by Stack-GAN.
However, Stack-GAN does not use end-to-end training and
the input is just global sentence vectors which might loss
word-level information. In order to address the issues of
Stack-GAN, AttnGAN[28] was proposed to improve the
multistage method by introducing an attention network be-
tween the word features and the generated image features.
AttnGAN is an end-to-end model with sentence-level fine-
grained information. Although AttnGAN has better incep-
tion score, it still has some limitations. For the complex
scenes with multiple interactive objects, it is very diffi-
cult to understand these semantic information by using At-
tnGAN. The Dynamic Memory GAN[34] uses the mem-
ory networks[4] as the module for the semantic relation-
ship between the image vectors and the word vectors which
can solve the issue of AttnGAN effectively. The OP-GAN
model[6] architecture has object pathways for generator and
discriminator and they used a newly defined metric Seman-
tic Object Attention(SOA) for evaluating the images pro-
duced from text descriptions. We try to use the DMGAN
architecture with the best metric values on the FID metric.
Conditional Generative adversarial networks[20] have
been widely used for image synthesis. With adversarial
training, generators are encouraged to capture the distri-
bution of real images. On the basis of GANs, conditional
GANs synthesize images based on various contexts. For in-
stances, cGANs can generate high-resolution images condi-
tioned on low resolution images[11] , translate images be-
tween different visual domains [[7], [8], [12], [15], [32],
[33]], generate images with desired style [13], and syn-
thesize images according to sentences [[23], [29]]. Al-
though cGANs have achieved success in various applica-
tions, existing approaches suffer from the mode collapse
problem[3][25].
Some methods focus on the discriminator with differ-
ent optimization process[19] and divergence metrics [[18],
[17]] to stabilize the training process. The minibatch dis-
crimination scheme [25] allows the discriminator to dis-
criminate between whole mini-batches of samples instead
of individual samples.The other methods use auxiliary net-
works to alleviate the mode collapse issue. ModeGAN [1]
and VEEGAN [26] enforce the bijection mapping between
the input noise vectors and generated images with addi-
tional encoder networks. However, these approaches either
entail heavy computational overheads or require modifica-
tions of the network structure, and may not be easily appli-
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cable to cGANs. Mode seeking GAN[16] proposed a sim-
ple regularization loss function to address this issue that is
dependent on the distance between the two images gener-
ated from two different points on the latent distribution. In
this work, we try to achieve better image results by intro-
ducing a new loss function for the training of the Dynamic
Memory GAN.
3. Procedure
Generative Adversarial Networks involve solving of a
Min-Max problem. The Generator generates an image
based on an input distribution while the Discriminator tries
to compare the generated image to the real images. Thus
adversarially, the Discriminator tries to train generator with
the help of its gradients and the Generator tries to fool
the Discriminator with the synthesis of the realistic images.
Conditional GAN generates its output distribution with the
help of a directed input distribution based on a prior condi-
tion or context. Text to Image synthesis involves the use of
more than a single GAN network for refining of the images
called stages. We try to make use of the initial network of
the DMGAN.
The DMGAN is a network that learns the inner semantic
relationship between the text and the image with the help
of a memory architecture. The objective of the Dynamic
memory is to fuse the image and text information through
non-trivia transformations between the key and value mem-
ory. It tries to improve the image vectors with the help of
the text vectors. The memory is an ensemble of three mod-
ules namely the memory writing, key-value memories and
the response gate.
• Memory writing: this module encodes prior infor-
mation from the image vectors and the text vectors
through convolutional operation. That is, obtain atten-
tion between feature map and word vector.
• Key addressing: In Key addressing section, key mem-
ory are used to search related memories by utilizing
similarity function.
• Value reading: Value reading is the process of lever-
aging the key memories to prepare the output memory
representation.
• Response gate: Response gate is the section for the
concatenation of the image and formed vectors.
The encoder by Reed et. al. 2016[24] is used for the genera-
tion of the word embeddings and the sentence embeddings.
The text encoder is a pretrained bidirectional LSTM net-
work. The deep conventional generator predicts an initial
image x0 with a rough shape and few details in accordance
with the sentence feature and a random noise vector.
At the dynamic memory based image refinement stage,
more fine-grained visual contents are added to the fuzzy ini-
tial images to generate a photo-realistic image xi : xi =
Gi(Ri− 1,W ), where Ri− 1 is the image feature from the
last stage. The refinement stage is repeated multiple times
to retrieve more pertinent information and generate a high-
resolution image with more fine-grained details. Figure 1
shows the diagram of the proposed method.
3.1. Objective Function
The objective function of the generator network is de-
fined as:
L =
∑
i
LGi + λ1LGCA + λ2LDAMSM + λLms (1)
in which λ1 and λ2 are the corresponding weights of
conditioning augmentation loss and DAMSM loss. We tune
the λ parameter as for the intensity of the Mode-seeking
function. G0 denotes the generator of the initial generation
stage. Gi denotes the generator of the i-th iteration of the
image refinement stage.
Adversarial Loss: The adversarial loss forGi is defined
as follows:
LGi = −
1
2
[
Ex∼pGi log(Di(x)) + Ex∼pGi log(Di(x, s))
]
(2)
where the first term is the unconditional loss which makes
the generated image real as much as possible and the second
term is the conditional loss which makes the image match
the input sentence. Alternatively, the adversarial loss for
each discriminator Di is defined as:
LDi = −
1
2
[Ex∼pdata log(Di(x)) + Ex∼pGi log(1−Di(x))︸ ︷︷ ︸
unconditional loss
+Ex∼pdata log(Di(x, s)) + Ex∼pGi log(1−Di(x, s))︸ ︷︷ ︸
conditional loss
]
(3)
where the unconditional loss is designed to distinguish
the generated image from real images. The conditional loss
measures the matching context between the image vectors
and word embeddings.
Conditioning Augmentation Loss: The Conditioning
Augmentation (CA) technique[30] is proposed to augment
training data and avoid overfitting by resampling the input
sentence vector from an independent Gaussian distribution.
Thus, the CA loss is defined as the Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence between the standard Gaussian distribution and the
Gaussian distribution of training data.
LCA = DKL(N(µ(s),Σ(s))||N(0, I)) (4)
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Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed method, which can solve the model collapse effectively by using mode seeking loss function.
where µ and Σ are mean and diagonal covariance matrix
of the sentence feature. are computed by fully connected
layers.
DAMSM Loss: We use the DAMSM loss[28] to mea-
sure the matching degree between images and text descrip-
tions. The DAMSM loss makes generated images better
conditioned on text descriptions.
Mode-seeking loss function: The mode collapse func-
tion was addressed with the help of a loss function given
by the Mao et al 2019[16]. While extracting a distribution
over a latent prior, many output modes are generated due to
different initial vectors. Each mode generated due to ran-
dom distribution generates a different image. Some of the
modes are being preferred as compared to the other ones.
The mode-seeking loss function tries to strengthen the mi-
nor modes of the distribution.
Suppose a latent distribution is used to generate two dif-
ferent instances based on the same input. The first point z1
causes the formation of an image mode I1 = G(c, z1) im-
age and the second point z2 leads to I2 = G(c, z2) image
after application of a Generator and a context vector c. The
mode seeking loss function is given by the expression
Lms = max
G
[
D(G(c, z1), G(c, z2))
D(z1, z2)
]
(5)
where D( . , . ) is a distance function that calculates the
magnitude of the distance between the two tensors or vec-
tors. The numerator calculates the distance between the im-
age vectors while the denominator is the distance between
the normal vectors. The purpose of this term is to maximize
the distance between the image vectors and thus separate
the modes from overlapping.
3.2. Implementation Details
For text embedding, we employ a pre-trained bidirec-
tional LSTM text encoder by Xu et al.[28] and fix their pa-
rameters during training. Each word feature corresponds to
the hidden states of two directions. The sentence feature is
generated by concatenating the last hidden states of two di-
rections. The initial image generation stage first synthesizes
images with 64x64 resolution. Then, the dynamic mem-
ory based image refinement stage refines images to 128x128
and 256x256 resolution. The refinement process is repeated
with dynamic memory module two times due to GPU mem-
ory limitation. Introducing dynamic memory to low resolu-
tion images (i.e. 16x16, 32x32) can not further improve the
performance. Because low-resolution images are not well
generated and their features are more like random vectors.
For all discriminator networks, we apply spectral normal-
ization [15] after every convolution to avoid unusual gra-
dients to improve text-to-image synthesis performance. By
default, we set Nw = 256, Nr = 64 and Nm = 128 to be
the dimension of text, image and memory feature vectors
respectively. We set the hyperparameter λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 5
for the CUB dataset and λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 50 for the COCO
dataset. All networks are trained using ADAM optimizer[9]
with batch size 16 for COCO dataset and 10 for CUB, β1 =
0.5 and β2 = 0.999. The learning rate is set to be 0.0002.
We train the DM-GAN model with 600 epochs on the CUB
dataset and 120 epochs on the COCO dataset.
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4. Results
In this section, we evaluate the DM-GAN model quanti-
tatively and qualitatively. The DM-GAN model was imple-
mented using the open-source Python library PyTorch[22].
Datasets: To demonstrate the capability of our proposed
method for text-to-image synthesis, we conducted experi-
ments on the CUB[27] and the COCO[14] datasets. The
CUB dataset contains 200 bird categories with 11,788 im-
ages, where 150 categories with 8,855 images are employed
for training while the remaining 50 categories with 2,933
images for testing. There are ten captions for each image
in CUB dataset. The COCO dataset includes a training set
with 80k images and a test set with 40k images. Each image
in the COCO dataset has five text descriptions.
Evaluation Metric: We quantify the performance of the
DM-GAN in terms of Frechet Inception Distance (FID).
Each model generated 30,000 images conditioning on the
text descriptions from the unseen test set for evaluation.
The FID[5] computes the Frechet distance between syn-
thetic and real-world images based on the extracted features
from a pre-trained Inception v3 network. It measures the
distance between the synthetic data distribution and the real
data distribution. A lower FID implies a closer distance be-
tween generated image distribution and real-world image
distribution.
The DM GAN network was trained on two values of the
λ for each of the Datasets. The trained models were used
to generate 30000 images of the validation dataset separate
from the training data. The generated images were used for
generating the FID metric score.
4.1. Image Quality
We can see that the image from the new DMGAN has
better quality in terms of finer features and better charac-
teristics of the birds for the CUB dataset than the original
DMGAN images. It can also be observed that the bird is
well separated from the background and there are less in-
stances of having a double head. Also in many images, the
background is clearly described and can be distinguished
very well from the bird. There are few images where we
can see colours well distinguishable and brighter to corre-
late well with the description. In the case of COCO dataset,
more distinguishing features can be seen in the same way
as birds with better clarity. With increasing values of pa-
rameters, we can see improvement in the image quality and
better colours in the image. Thus, our training method pro-
duces better distinctive features in the images by improving
contrast.
4.2. Comparison with other models
Our objective is to understand the importance of the
mode seeking term in the loss function by tweaking its am-
Architecture CUB Dataset Coco Dataset
StackGAN++[31] 35.11 33.88
AttnGAN[28] 23.98 35.49
DMGAN[34] 16.09 32.64
OPGAN[6] - 24.7
Ours @ λ = 1 14.27 24.3
Ours @ λ = 1.5 13.91 26.01
Table 1. Evaluation results (FID score) on CUB-200-2011 and
COCO dataset with two different values of λ. Ours is better than
DMGAN and higher λ has better results.
plitude. It is decreased from 16.09 for the original DM-
GAN network to the 14.27 for the λ3 = 1 while it reduced
further to 13.93 for λ3 = 1.5. The COCO Dataset saw a
bigger change as the value of the FID score was 24.3 for
the λ3 = 1, a 25.5% decrease from the original DMGAN
FID and 1.6% from the OPGAN FID. But the dataset gave
a higher score for λ3 = 1.5 with a value of 26.01 beating
the basic model of DMGAN. It is a bigger improvement on
the previous AttnGAN model with a 42% decrease in FID
on CUB dataset and 31.5% decrease in FID on the COCO
dataset. In summary , we can say that we have trained the
DMGAN network to achieve the best experimental results
as compared to the original loss scheme. Table 1 compiles
the values of FID scores with changing parameters with the
FID values of the previous architectures.
4.3. Analysis
We observe the variation of the FID with the increase in
the λ factor. The λ factor is responsible for the strength of
the mode seeking loss function in the overall loss expression
and thus, it has an influence on the training of the network.
It manages the intensity of the mode collapse loss function
in the loss term. We can see in Table 1 the results for the
FID scores on different values of parameters. We see that
the FID score decreases as we increase the amplitude of the
mode seeking term for the COCO dataset but it decreases
for the CUB dataset. We have found some modes that re-
sulted in the new images having different shades and better
quality. Therefore, we have achieved a substantial amount
of diversity in our network and thus we could generate bet-
ter images for descriptions.
5. Conclusion
In this work, we present a simple but effective mode
seeking regularization term on the generator to address the
model collapse issue in cGANs and improve the quality of
the images generated by the Dynamic Memory GAN. By
maximizing the distance between generated images with re-
spect to that between the corresponding latent codes, the
regularization term forces the generators to explore more
minor modes. It is concluded that changing the amplitude
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Figure 2. Results of our models on the CUB dataset with the values of the λ coefficient and their respective images
of the regularization term could lead to better results and
images. We measured the efficiency of our method with the
help of the FID metric and the new technique was applied
to two image datasets. Our model compares well with the
past state-of-the-art models in terms of the FID score. Both
qualitative and quantitative results show that the proposed
regularization term facilitates the baseline frameworks, im-
proving the diversity without sacrificing visual quality of
the generated images.
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